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Abstract

In this work, we determined the measure to compare and evaluate the performance of lip detection techniques.
Despite of a number of methods used for lip-detecction/localization, a reliable method for comparing and deter-
mining the quality of the result is still missing. The proposed criterion ensures the clear and fair way to report the
results so that mentioned results can be comparable and measurable to enhance the quality of lip detection and/or
error rate. After applying the EM-like algorithm it is showed that performance of the specific technique can be
evaluated.
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1 Introduction

Lip detection and/or localization plays an important role in many real world applications such as such as lip
reading [1], automatic audio-visual speech recognition [2, 3], speaker identification [4, 5], model based coding
system [6], liveness verification of audio-video speaker authentication [7], facial expression recognition [8, 9]
and facial animation or talking heads [10].

Regardless of the impressive advancements in the field since the last decay, still there is no clear measure
to evaluate the performance of various method designed for lip segmentation/localization and tracking. There
are three major reasons for the lacking of unbiased evaluation criterion. Firstly, the most lip localization and/or
segmentation methods are application dependent. Secondly there is no specific platform (i.e. data-set) which
can provide standard protocol to evaluate or compare the quality of the results. Thirdly,the diversity in the
techniques proposed for lip localization and/or segmentation make it harder to the goodness. For fair evaluation
and performance comparison among the designed methods, one has not only to rely on the formal experiment
protocol but also problem defined performance measures. Last but not the least the fair comparison demands the
same images (i.e. data-set), the formal defined-hardware and technique based goodness measure.

Even thought the most of the published methods use the publicly available database (e.g TULIPS 1.0 [11],
M2VTS [12] ,(X)M2VTS [13], BANCA [14], LIUM-AVS [15], JAFFE- database [16]), yet the evaluation criteria
is not agreed on common ground. There are still important questions to be answered i.e. what is correct lip-
localization and/or detection? How to compare different results to evaluate the quality of the work? Or arguably
what lip features should be considered(i.e. key point or lip area-based)?

The main goal of this work is to provide a clear method of determining the comparable performance measure
for various lip detection and localization techniques. After providing the short overview in section 2, we propose
our objective measure function in section 3. A comprehensive description of detection and localization is provided
in section 4. The work is concluded in section 5.

2 Overview

Previously published work mention either implicit or explicit criterion to report their results which only provide
the detection and error rate based on goodness of system. Sometimes neither the criterion used in order to
estimate the error rate and/or accuracy rate is provided clearly nor performance measures are fully discussed.
These provided measures are very much subjective and differs significantly.

Implicit Criteria: It can also be termed as application dependent criteria, in which the lip-localization and
tracking error is estimated considering the performance in the given application-area.

Lucey et al [17] proposed the lip localization and tracking qualitative measure based on isolated word recog-
nition test (i.e. how well system performs) which is fully application dependent. Potamianos et al [18] calculated
the performance of their system based on average recognition rate(i.e. 93.2%) and recognition rate of 55% re-
ported by Meier et al [19]. Similarly Nefian et al. [20] reported 54.08% recognition rate based on isolated word
recognition test.

Explicit Criteria: Contrary to implicit estimation, in explicit criteria is mentioned in order to the lip bound-
ary and/or state estimation that is independent of the application(i.e. calculated result against manual detection
of contours or key-points). Some researchers have mentioned their own visual inspection criterion based on
either average accuracy (i.e. ratio of the total located lips given by the total number of test-sample) or mouth
boundary(outer contour) detection [1, 21]. Luettin et al [22] used visual inspection criteria based on actual lip
thickness and estimated outer lip contour(i.e. good if lip contour is1/4 of actual lip thickness), similarly Zhang
et al. [23] reported91−93%average accuracy for tongue and teeth detection. Qualitative Localization measure
is proposed by Daubias et al. [2], in which the overlap pixel-distance between actual hand place contours and
estimated contours is considered. Similarly, Wakasugi et al [24] calculated error ratio based on area between the
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actual lip contour(manually located) and estimated contour.

Chan et al [6] evaluated the accuracy of their lip tracker based on Mean Square Error(MSE) based on actual
lip outer contour(i.e. manually located) and tracked contour, similarly Eveno et al [25] computed the normalized
mean tracking error (using manually located ground-truth key points) and compared it to human mean normalized
tracking. They calculated the maximum mean tracking error based on lip-width in order to show their lip tracker
performance. Stiefelhagen et al [26] evaluated lip-tracking accuracy based on average lip-corner localization
error inx andy-direction.

3 Lip localization and Evaluation

Neither the generally agreed rule to combine or compare lip segmentation to determine the ”true” segmenta-
tion has been reported nor the favorite scheme has been demonstrated. From the previous related work, it can
be realized that a fair and clear evaluation measure is required to compare the previous work and it must be
application and technique independent. Both implicit and explicit methods proposed previously rely finally on
”application/technique dependent visual inspection”. The visual inspection method (VIM) is the way to evalu-
ate the results of any given techniques is to compare it with the expert segmented image in order to check how
well the algorithm has determined the position or the lip-parameter (i.e. lip-width ,lip-width) and how well the
lip-corner points (i.e left corner point or right corner point) are estimated?

This problem gets even more trivial when the various expert-segmentations produce different lip parameters
for the given image(face). As it becomes harder to determine the performance of any given technique and/or
algorithm when the ”true segmentation” or ”true lip-position” varies among the experts as shown in figure 1.

Expert 1
Expert 2
Expert 3
Expert 4

Figure 1: Normal ROI and Lip segmentation performed by 4 -experts

The solution of the problem can be visualized as two-step solution. First determine the ”Best True Segmenta-
tion(BTS)” based on expert decision and Secondly after extracting the lip-parameters produced by BTS determine
the performance of the algorithm.

The BTS can be estimated iteratively based on each experts performance measure inspired by EM-like al-
gorithm proposed in [27]. The expert performance is evaluated based on expert performance parameters i.e.
sensitivityandspecificity. The sensitivity is defined as how well the expert marked the true area under consid-
eration, and specificity is how well the expert differentiate the rest of the image area from the true area. In case
of lip segmentation, sensitivity is defined as number of correctly marked the lip-area pixels (i.e. pixel in the lip
outer contour) and specificity is measured as the correctly marked non-lip area (i.e face + rest of image). After
maximizing the probability of ”true lip-pixel marked” and ”true non-lip pixel marked” for each expert the BTS is
determined.
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Figure 2:BTS of Lip Area after EM-like algorithm based on expert parameters.

4 Lip Segmentation and EM-like Algorithm

EM like algorithm for expert performance evaluation is described in [27]. It estimates the hidden ground truth
segmentation based on expert performance parameters given the same image. We extended this to multiple image
collection (data-set) such that each expert is asked to segment the lips of various test-subject from database (i.e.
BioID data set). It is to be noted that image sequence is same among the experts and only the lip shape and
position in the data-set varies. We have asked four experts to mark the lip-parameters(lips left and right corners)
and outer contours such that the lip height and width can be calculated. In this way we have not only the lips
segmentation area but also complete lip parameters(corners ,height and width).

Formally, letD be the theNXM matrix representing the binary decision of expert andT represents the hidden
binary true segmentation in which1′s are for lip-pixels and0′s for non-lip pixels. Let(D,T) be the complete
data and probability mass function of the complete data is given asf (D,T/Θ).The complete data log likelihood
is function as

lnLcompleteΘ = ln f (D,T|Θ)

Now the goal is maximization of the expert parametersΘ , which maximize the the log likelihood function of
the complete data. i.e.

Θ̂ = argmax
Θ

ln f (D,T|Θ)

As the complete data likelihood function is not observable and is replace by its conditional expectation given
by observable dataD (i.e. expert decision) using the current estimate of theΘ (i.e. expert performance param-
eters). Here E-step is to compute the conditional expectation of the complete-data log-likelihood function and
M-step is to identify the expert parameters that maximize this function.

For more details, letΘo be initial value for parameterΘ and assuming the expert decisions are conditionally
independent given expert parameters and ground truth. The E-Step calculates

Q(Θ|Θo) ≡ E[ln f (D,T|Θ) | D,Θo]
=

∑
T ln f (D,T/Θ) f (T/D,Θo)
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and M-step requires the maximization ofQ(Θ|Θo) over the parameter space ofΘ. i.e choosingΘ1 such that

Q(Θ1|Θ)≥Q(Θ|Θo)

For each iterationk the current estimate ofΘk and segmentation decisionD are used to calculate the condi-
tional expectation of the complete-data log-likelihood function and then the estimate ofΘk+1, which is found by
the maximization ofQ(Θ|Θk).

In E-step,the performance parameter at iterationk that maximizes the conditional expectation of log likelihood
function is given as

Θk = argmax
Θ

E[ln f (D,T/Θ)|D,θk−1]

= argmax
Θ

E[ln
f (D,T,Θ)

f (Θ)
| D,Θk−1]

= argmax
Θ

E[ln
f (D,T,Θ) f (T,Θ)

f (Θ) f (T,Θ)
| D,Θk−1]

As it is assumed thatT is independent of the performance parameters so thatf (T,Θ) = f (T) f (Theta). Hence

Θk = argmax
Θ

E[ln f (D|T,Θ) f (T) | D,Θk−1] (1)

The E- and M- steps are iterated until convergence , as local convergence is guaranteed when likelihood has
an upper bound.

To build the complete model, we haveDr
j decision of the jth-expert for r-th image, where total number of

experts isJ, and total number of images isR. Let BTS is denoted byTr for each r-th image. Then ifΘr
j be the

expert parameter, such that

Θ j = (p j ,q j), ∀ j ∈ {1...J}

The expert decision parameter{p j ,q j} are sensitivity and specificity respectively; such that

p j = Σ Ψ(Dr
j = 1/Tr = 1),

q j = Σ Ψ(Dr
j = 0/Tr = 0); ∀r ∈ {1...R}

It is assumed that the expert performance parameterp j ,q j ∈ [0,1] and segmentation decisions are all condi-
tionally independent given BTS (i.e.Tr

i ) and expert parameters (p j ,q j ). that is

(Dr
j/Tr ,Θ j)⊥(Dr

ĵ/Tr ,Θ ĵ); ∀ j 6= ĵ

If pk−1,qk−1 are the previous estimate of the expert parameters, then according to equation 1

(pk,qk) = argmax
p,q

E[ln f (D|T, p,q) f (T) | D, pk−1,qk−1] (2)

= argmax
p,q

∑
r

∑

j

∑

i

E[ln f (Dr
i j |Tr

i , p j ,q j)|D, pk−1,qk−1] (3)
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4.1 E-Step : Estimation of ground Truth

The E-step drives the estimation for unobserved true segmentation based of following steps :

1. Compute the conditional probability density function of the true segmentation (BTS) for each pixel given
expert decisions (observed segmentation) and previous estimate of the expert performance parameter.

2. label each pixel accordingly.

Let f (T) be the priori probability ofT, then derived estimator of BTS is

f (Tr |Dr ,Θk) = f (D|T,Θk−1) f (T)∑
T′ f (D|T,Θk−1) f (T ′)

=
∏

i [
∏

j f (Dr
i j |Tr

i ,Θk−1
j )] f (Tr

i )
∑

Tr′
1

...
∑

Tr
N

∏
i [
∏

j f (Dr
i j |Tr

i ,Θk−1
j )] f (Tr

i )

=
∏

i [
∏

j f (Dr
i j |Tr

i ,pk−1
j ,qk−1

j )] f (Tr
i )

∏
i [
∑

Tr
i

∏
j f (Dr

i j |Tr
i ,pk−1

j ,qk−1
j )] f (Tr

i )

Now for each pixeli per imager, we have

f (Tr
i |Dr

i , pk−1,qk−1) =

∏
j f (Dr

i j |Tr
i , pk−1

j ,qk−1
j ) f (Tr

i )
∑

T ′i

∏
j f (Dr

i j |Tr ′
i , pk−1

j ,qk−1
j ) f (Tr ′

i )
(4)

Considering the BTS as the binary random variable, if the estimate of probability of the BTS at each pixeli
in image rTr

i = 1 ; then probability thatTr
i = 0 is nothing but1− f (Tr

i = 1|Dr
i ,Θk−1). As p j is the sensitivity

i.e. ”True positive fraction” andq j is specificity i.e ”True negative fraction” of j-th expert then from equation 4

αk ≡ f (Tr
i = 1)

∏
j f (Dr

i j |Tr
i = 1, pk

j ,q
k
j)

= f (Tr
i = 1)

∏
j:Dr

i j =1 pk
j

∏
j:Dr

i j =0(1− pk
j)

(5)

Similarly, there is
βk ≡ f (Tr

i = 0)
∏

j f (Dr
i j |Tr

i = 0, pk
j ,q

k
j)

= f (Tr
i = 0)

∏
j:Dr

i j =0qk
j

∏
j:Dr

i j =1(1−qk
j)

(6)

where j : Di j = 1 represents the set of indices for which expertj marked pixeli as1 and similarly j : Di j = 0
represents the set of indices for which expertj valued pixeli as 0. After estimation of the prior-probability
labelling of the probability map of all the pixels for the r-th image is done using theWr

i ; which is given as

[Wr
i ]k−1 ≡ f (Tr

i = 1|Dr
i , pk−1,qk−1)

= αk−1
i

αk−1
i +βk−1

i

(7)

The equation 7 represents the normalized prior probability ofTi = 1, and[Wr
i ]k−1 is the probability of the

true segmentation (i.e. BTS) for rth-image at pixeli being equal to one. for complete E-step , The expression for
the conditional expectation of the complete-data log-likelihood function mentioned in equation 1 is needed. The
complete-data log-likelihood function is derived in M-Step.
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4.2 M-step: Estimation of performance parameters

Now considering the conditional probability of the true segmentation for each rth-image calculated from equa-
tion 7 (i.e. [Wr

i ]k−1), the expert performance parameterspk,qk are derived which maximize the conditional
expectation of complete-data log-likelihood function. Considering the equation 3, for each expertj,

(pk
j ,q

k
j) = argmaxp j ,q j

∑
r

∑
i E[ln f (Dr

i j |Tr
i , p j ,q j)|D, pk−1,qk−1]

= argmaxp j ,q j

∑
r

∑
i([W

r
i ]k−1 ln f (Dr

i j |Tr
i = 1, p j ,q j)

+(1− [Wr
i ]k−1) ln f (Dr

i j |Tr
i = 0, p j ,q j))

= argmaxp j ,q j

∑
r(

∑
i:Di j =1[W

r
i ]k−1 ln p j

+
∑

i:Di j =1(1− [Wr
i ]k−1) ln(1−q j)

+
∑

i:Di j =0[W
r
i ]k−1 ln(1− p j)

+
∑

i:Di j =0(1− [Wr
i ]k−1) lnq j)

At maximum the first derivative w.r.tp j of the above expression is equal to zero. DifferentiatingQ(Θ|Θk)
w.r.t. p j and equating to zero yields the values of the expert parameters that maximizes the expectation of the log
likelihood function as

pk
j ≡ ∑

r(
Σi:Dr

i j =1[W
r
i ]k−1

Σi:Dr
i j =1[Wr

i ]k−1+Σi:Dr
i j =0[W

r
i ]k−1 )

=
∑

r(
Σi:Dr

i j =1[W
r
i ]k−1

ΣiWr
i

)

(8)

Similarly,

qk
j ≡ ∑

r(
Σi:Dr

i j =0(1−[Wr
i ]k−1)

Σi:Dr
i j =1(1−[Wr

i ]k−1)+Σi:Dr
i j =0(1−[Wr

i ]k−1) )

=
∑

r(
Σi:Dr

i j =0(1−[Wr
i ]k−1)

Σi(1−Wr
i ) )

(9)

wherer is total no of image in the data-set. Each iteration represent the belief in estimated true segmenta-
tion.The EM-like Algorithm estimates true best segmentation the true segmentation (BTS) based on the expert
performance parameters iteratively. In first step the BTS is estimated from equation 7 and the expert quality
parameters from equation 8+9.The best true segmentation (BTS) is achieved when the algorithm is converged.
The convergence condition ispk

j = pk−1
j for jth-expert.

5 Results

In order to determine the BTS for lips, we asked the four experts to perform the lip segmentation on BioID
database. The each expert is asked to mark six point along the outer contour of the lip area as shown in figure 5.

After gather their respective decision (Di j ) for each imageIl ; in our casej = 1, ..4, l = 1, ..100andi = Total
no of pixel per image. The initial values of expert parameter was0.9 and initialization probability of being lip
pixel and non-lip pixel was 0.5 ; i.e.p j = q j = 0.9 andPr(Ti = 1) = Pr(Ti = 0) = 0.5. The converged result is
shown in figure 2.

It can be seen form figure 3+4, that expert parameters i.e sensitivity and specificity are differs from expert to
expert and can be the concluded that lip-parameters(lip-width , height and lip-corners as shown in figure6) also
varies from expert to expert and in ”visual inspection method” based on one expert can not be fully trusted. And

6
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Figure 4:Expert specificity after each iteration.

hence the error rate or accuracy rate mentioned based on one expert sensitivity and specificity can not be correct
measure for performance of any lip segmentation/localization method and/or technique.

We propose true and fair performance evaluation measure based on the lip parameters ( i.e. lip-height and
width) constructed from EM-like algorithm. We think that the Error Estimation Rate (EER) comprises of Local-
ization Error Rate (LER) and Tracking Error Rate(TER). The ultimate goal should be minimum Error Estimation
Rate (EER). Formally letx be the input vector for accessi( i.e. single access) then

ξEER= Σ(εLER(xi),εTER(xi)) (10)

Localization Error Rate (LER) based on the lip-parameter (i.e. lip-width) and how well the lip-corner points
(i.e left corner point or right corner point) are estimated. Formally letCl (Cr ) be the true left(right) lip corner
coordinates and̃Cl (C̃r ) be the estimated coordinated position of the lip corners , where as letW be the original
lip-width andW̃ be the located lip-width then

εLER = d(d(W,W̃),d(Cl ,C̃l )) (11)
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Figure 5:Expert segmentation pattern based on six points
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Figure 6:lip-segmentation parameter

where

W = d(Cl ,Cr) (12)

W̃ = d(C̃l ,C̃r) (13)

where d(a,b) is the Euclidean distance between left lip corner position (i.e.Cl )and right lip-corner position
(i.eCr ). Tracking Error Rate(TER) can be given how accurately lip-height is tracked.

6 Conclusions

It can be concluded from the previous research, regardless of which method or approach is selected, it is the
lip localization which makes the difference in final results. All methods proposed to-date are application de-
pendent i.e. there is no general solution. For universal lip-tracker, there is still more work required. Not many
researcher has considered the rigid motion Dependency and State and Shape independence for the lip localiza-
tion and tracking. We have presented the performance parameter based comparison among major lip localization
and tracking approaches and discussed the practical issues involve in developing an automatic lip detection and
tracking system.
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